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47 met wesley again, and he revealed his plans to find a way to misdirect a shooter, or at least deceive him into believing he had been successfully misdirected. together, they worked on setting up wesley's own kill. shortly afterwards, zavorotko and the others arrived at the church where
47 was being held hostage. wesley was forced to confirm that 47 was real. wesley was killed by the group shortly afterwards, with 47's rescue and return to the church and its roof being depicted in hitman 2. the group assaulted the building, with wesley's body being dragged from the

cathedral shortly afterwards, as 47 tried to protect his hostage, the last of the group being killed by local police. 47 returned to rome and was shocked to learn that on his return home he was adopted by the heads of the sicilian mafia, a fact wesley had alluded to earlier in his talk with 47.
they trained him in how to be part of their organization, and gave him the name 47. the them hired wesley's "assassin" to kill pope john paul ii. the pope was taken hostage, but following the hit, the them ordered wesley to leave, fearing he had overstepped his bounds by leading the hit.

after wesley left, the mafia realized they could no longer trust wesley, and ordered him to stop contacting 47; knowing of wesley's plans and desperate to contact the agent, wesley eventually went rogue and began making contact with 47 on his own. one of the last situations 47 encounters
takes place in china near a hotel as he pursues the ica, during hitman. while escaping with a woman hostage, he is ambushed and incapacitated. while in the hospital, the main antagonist, liu yifei, witnesses him in the hospital. back at the hotel, having some serious first-aid done, she

ponders his difficult situation. 47 is never seen again in the film.
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the last mission in the hitman series is the only mission that you can do with no police
presence. the german bodyguards are told to cover up every detail of the event, and are

told to respond to any questions in a positive manner. so if youre a suspect, youre
automatically cleared - its also the only mission that involves accomplishing a stealth

assassination. the ica-black is 47s alternate persona. he assumes a body similar to 47's,
just with a choker, black clothing, a video camera on his head, and his signature

oversized fedora. the ica-black uses the ica-red's equipment and weapons, including his
sniper rifle, silenced pistol, and whistle. his mission is never revealed to the player, but he
was in the same facility as diana burnwood and the rest of the ica during the time when
she first began her hunting. he later returns in the prequel to hitman, hitman 2, in the
form of a fully voiced character, and appears again in hitman 3. first story: trenton, a

former employee of the iago, is discovered to be working for an undisclosed client, the
cat, who was involved in the poisoning of jordan's father thomas cross at his son's

funeral. 47 assassinates him in his apartment, and then uses the iago's private security to
cover his tracks. second story: patricia "patty" jenkins is a public figure in the uk, who is
also the secretary to jeremy croslow, a director of the amalgamated intelligence agency
(who was killed in hitman 2). in a ruse, she is able to catch jeremy in the act of stealing

classified iago information, and is later killed by 47. 5ec8ef588b
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